Expert says Real Estate Investments in
Williamsburg are Profitable
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Evan Roberts, the founder and owner of Dependable Homebuyers, a We Buy Houses company
based in Williamsburg, has said that investments in real estate are now increasingly profitable in and
around the city. He recommends such investments for those looking for diversification, consolidation
of retirement portfolios, alternative ventures for passive income and sustained cash flow with strategic
management of properties. Roberts says that real estate investments in Williamsburg can provide
reliable passive income or onetime return. There can be short or long term objectives. Sustainable
revenue can be generated through cash flow by properly managing rental properties. Onetime returns
can be secured by flipping houses as well as new developments.
The main reason why real estate investments have been proven to be profitable in and around the
city is the inventory of distressed houses. There are innumerable properties in varying conditions that
cannot be sold outright in the open market. Ordinary buyers are not looking for distressed properties.
They are more interested in homes that are ready to move in. Various houses as well as residential
buildings in different states of disrepair have provided a realm of opportunities for investors and real
estate professionals. Dependable Homebuyers have cashed in on the opportunities. The investment
firm has bought many houses over the last nine years. Many of these properties have been renovated
and sold. Some have been turned into rental properties. A few are vacation rentals. The company has

the expertise and experience in all facets of residential real estate. There are experts who specialize
in short sale as well.
Expertise and experience are the two quintessential elements to ensure profitable real estate
investments, says Roberts. He highlights the reasons of failures for those who do not secure a profit
through their real estate ventures. Some people have tried their hands at flipping in Williamsburg but
without sufficient expertise and have hence failed to reap the rewards. Some investors have explored
rental properties but struggled with vacancy and cash flow problems as a result. These are essentials
of dealing in real estate. Some investors have wisely chosen to hire property management
companies. Some have invested money but roped in experts to flip houses on their behalf. Such
strategic moves are necessary to mitigate risks and to maximize the potential profits. Read the recent
press release they published at
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WzlcomVK0ElTmwNLjZxecjKck7AS_EWQrVqO1bufl1U/preview
.
Roberts firmly believes that investments in Williamsburg real estate can provide greater returns than
bonds or stocks. The investments can vary in magnitude. Getting the right experts for various
processes that are integral to these investments will ensure profit and also simplify the execution of
the whole venture. Dependable Homebuyers has been buying all kinds of houses and residential
buildings for nearly a decade now. The company has an innovative approach to dealing with owners.
It makes direct cash offers and buys houses in as few as seven business days. No other firm has
such an expedited process. Evan Roberts and his firm is also capable of maximizing the returns for
the sellers as there is no third party involved, whether a listing service or a real estate agent. For
more details, contact Dependable Homebuyers directly.
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